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Background
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Many datasets with tagged images, but much less datasets with masks
Beyond what, we also need to know where in many applications

14 Million Tagged Images

160 Million Tagged Images

Only 328K images with masks

However…
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Manual annotation is tedious and time-consuming

Boat with complex structure

Cat with fuzzy boundary

How to speed up the annotation: incorporate the computer agent

Object with irregular but simple boundary Object with fuzzy and ambiguous boundary

Motivation
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Two ways to incorporate the assistant of agent
– Agent-decision: Human interaction à Agent refinement
• The results cannot be directly used as the ground-truth (less controllable)
– Human-decision: Agent initialization à Human refinement
• Static agent may be incapable to handle unusual semantic categories
• Static agent always make the same mistakes (no evolution)
• Our approach belongs to this category with a dynamic evolvable agent

The Proposed Approach
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Objective: a simple yet effective tool to speed up the annotation
– Tagged images in previous datasetsà Per-pixel masks of semantic objects
– Build an evolvable agent that is suitable for all types of semantic tags

Mask Initialization: Find Weak and Strong Supervisions
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Linguistic & Visual
Similarities between
Image Sets

Computer Agent

Input: A set of images with the same tag
Knowledge: similar images/objects from a large database
Weak Dict. for “Cat”
(image-based)

Strong Dict. for “Cat”
(object-based)

The top-ranked
image and object
sets

The feature vectors of the
The object-based feature
selected images with no descriptors with previously
per-pixel masks
annotated objects
(DPN model, 2688Dà100D) (DPN model, 2688Dà100D)

Images with tag “Cat”

Mask Initialization via Sparse Coding Length
Computer Agent

Basic idea: easier to be reconstructed, more likely to be the target object
Linguistic & Visual
Similarities between
Image Sets

Weak Dict. for “Cat”
(image-based)

…
Proposals

Images with tag “Cat”

Coding Length
Estimation

200 proposals

Initial Annotation
Superpixels (Coarse & Fine)

Strong Dict. for “Cat”
(object-based)
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Mask Refinement: Collaborative and Automatic
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Weak Dict. for “Cat”
(image-based)

Strong Dict. for “Cat”
(object-based)

Human
Annotator

Flip Dicts. for “Cat”
(Superpixel-based)
Update

Mouse Click

…
Proposals

Images with tag “Cat”

Coding Length
Estimation

Linguistic & Visual
Similarities between
Image Sets

Computer Agent

Human annotationsà agent evolution: avoid the same mistakes

Initial Annotation
Superpixels (Coarse & Fine)

Automatic Refinement

Final annotation

Mask Refinement: The Flip Dictionary
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The flip dictionaries are created from human clicks
Ø A left click ﬂips the coarse superpixel label from 1 to 0 (or 0 to 1)
Ø We use deep features at three scales to form a flip dictionary.
Ø All features can be computed offline to save time!
(a) A coarse superpixel from an input image
(red contour and a black dot).
(b)-(d) the local contexts with order-1,
order-2 and order-3 neighbors.

Experiments A synthetic dataset
We build a synthetic dataset with 40 sets from ImageNet (unlabeled
tagged image) and 80 sets from MS-COCO (annotated objects)
Ground-truth: LabelMe, 10 Subjects, 4 image sets per subject
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Experiments A synthetic dataset
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(a) Group − D − C: 10 sets that are used to train DPN and have the same tags
with the 80 MS-COCO image sets
) 10 sets that are used to train DPN and have diﬀerent tags
(b) Group − D − C:
with the 80 MS-COCO image sets
* − C: 10 sets that are not used to train DPN and have the same
(c) Group − D
tags with the 80 MS-COCO image sets
* − C) : 10 sets that are not used to train DPN and have diﬀerent
(d) Group − D
tags with the 80 MS-COCO image sets
Ø Our annotation approach have comparable
Model
Precision
Recall F-Measure
Group − D − C
performance for various types of images
64.76
67.42
66.06
Group − D − C)
56.98
76.80
65.42
inside or outside the training set of DPN
*−C
Group − D
61.02
71.80
65.97
and the MS-COCO dataset, implying an
* − C)
Group − D
53.78
79.03
64.00
impressive generalization ability.

Experiments: Annotation Quality Test
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Examples of Agent Initialization Results

Initialization: Comparisons with DeepMask[1] and SharpMask[2]
Ø Impressive initial annotation results
on the 40 image sets from ImageNet

Model
Random
DeepMask
SharpMask
Our-Init

Precision
31.36
52.13
54.34
60.35

Recall
49.96
62.34
61.71
72.42

F-Measure
38.53
56.78
57.79
65.83

[1] Pedro O Pinheiro, Ronan Collobert, and Piotr Doll.ar. 2015. Learning to segment object candidates. In NIPS. 1990–1998.
[2] Pedro O Pinheiro, Tsung-Yi Lin, Ronan Collobert, and Piotr Dollar. 2016. Learning to refine object segments. In ECCV. 75–91.

Experiment: Annotation Quality Test
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The top five and bottom five image sets of our final annotation results
(a)

Bottom 5

Top 5

Categories
Precision Recall F-Measure
Color supplement
99.11
94.83
96.93
Comic book
96.57
95.87
96.17
Irish water spaniel
94.79
97.30
96.03
Mustache
95.15
96.11
95.63
Egyptian cat
94.31
96.36
95.32
Banded gecko
88.69
84.90
86.75
Bucking bronco
83.86
85.35
84.60
Lockage
92.17
75.71
83.14
Pirate ship
75.87
85.31
80.31
Fireboat
77.67
74.25
75.93
Our-Final
91.33
91.09
91.21
Ø Most of the top 5 image sets have corresponding

semantic objects in MS-COCO. Strong supervision
plays an important role in improving the annotation
Ø In contrast, the bottom 5 categories usually have
no such strong supervision. However, the performance
are still acceptable

(b)

(c)
Color supplement

Comic Book Irish water spaniel

Mustache

Egyptian cat

(d)

(e)

(f)
Banded gecko

Bucking bronco

Lockage

Pirate Ship

Fireboat

(a,d) Images (b,e) Our final results (c,f) LabelMe

Experiment: Annotation Efficiency
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Annotation time of our collaborative tool (Colt) and LabelMe
Ø We randomly select 100 images from the top 5 and bottom 5 image sets and request
10 subjects to annotate them: A LabelMe Group and a Colt Group
Ø All subjects have not seen these images before
Ø The average median time cost per image.

LabelMe takes 43.9s per image; Colt takes only 18.9s per image.
Annotation click numbers
Ø Only 25.02 coarse superpixels per image have wrong labels or inaccurate boundaries
that need to be flipped or divided through left or right mouse clicks.

Experiment: The evolvability of the agent
40 image sets à Two click collection sets + one click validation set
ØWith zero, one or two click
collection sets, the performances
on validation set grow from
65.83%, 66.44% to 66.57%
ØOur approach has the capability
of memorizing past failures and
gradually evolve to avoid them
when facing similar images.
ØThe agent gradually becomes
smarter and thus save more time
of the human.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a) Source image (b) Initialization results (c) Refinement results
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Experiments: Failure Cases
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The failure cases of our approach in the bottom 5 image sets

Ø Our method will fail due to bad
superpixels (the first row), bad
initialization results (the second
row) and user errors (the third row).
Ø Most failures: bad superpixels

(a) Images (b) Our initial (c) Our final results (d) Ground-truth

Contributions
A collaborative tool to convert tagged images into perpixel masks of semantic objects that are consistent with
those masks generated by the LabelMe toolbox.
A dynamic agent that can gradually evolve in facilitating
the annotation process.
A dataset to benchmark the annotation tools.
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